Abstract—In the recent decades many different metaheuristic algorithms have been developed and applied to various problems. According to the no free lunch theorem no single algorithm exists that can solve all problems better than all other algorithms. This is one of the reasons why metaheuristic algorithms often have parameters which allow them to change their behavior in a certain range. However, finding good parameter values is not trivial and requires human expertise as well as time. The search for optimal parameter values can be seen as an optimization problem itself which can be solved by a metaheuristic optimization algorithm (meta-optimization). In this paper the authors present the meta-optimization implementation for the heuristic optimization environment HeuristicLab. Because meta-optimization is extremely runtime intensive, a distributed computation infrastructure, HeuristicLab Hive, is used and will be described in this paper as well. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the implementation, a number of parameter optimization experiments are performed and analyzed.

I. Motivation

Most metaheuristic algorithms have a number of behavioral parameters which affect their performance. For most algorithms, there exist established default values for these parameters which are commonly used. However parameter values for an algorithm might work well on one problem instance but not so well on another. Researchers are often in the situation that they need to tune the parameter values for a new problem instance. Unfortunately, finding the best parameter values is not a trivial task and it is difficult to understand the effect of every parameter. Additionally, parameters may not be independent of each other. The change to one parameter can change the effect of other parameters which makes the problem even more complex. Although metaheuristic algorithms exist for decades, a parameter-less algorithm which performs well on all problems has not been found yet. According to the no free lunch theorem by Wolpert and Macready [1] it is in fact impossible to find such an algorithm which performs better than all other algorithms on all problems. Therefore, for a metaheuristic it is beneficial to have parameters and therefore the ability to adapt to the problem.

The problem of finding the optimal parameters for an algorithm can be seen as an optimization problem. A human expert is able to anticipate good parameters through experience, however novice users of metaheuristics will have to resort to trial-and-error to obtain parameters that achieve the desired results. Depending on the problem this may be a task that takes some time. The idea is to use an optimization algorithm as a meta-level optimizer to find the optimal parameter values of another algorithm. This concept is called parameter meta-optimization (PMO). There has been research in the area of PMO in the past, but in most of these approaches, specialized implementations were used for the meta-level algorithms which were not exchangeable. In the following, a flexible and extendable implementation of the PMO concept for the optimization environment HeuristicLab\(^1\) (HL) [2] is presented. As the execution of meta-optimization algorithms is highly runtime intensive, the distributed parallelization environment of HeuristicLab, called Hive, is used for the experiments which is also described in this paper.

II. HeuristicLab Hive

HeuristicLab Hive is an elastic, scalable and secure infrastructure for distributed computation. It is part of the open source optimization environment HeuristicLab implemented in C# using version 4.0 of the Microsoft .NET framework. Hive consists of a

\(^1\)http://dev.heuristiclab.com
server with a database and a number of computation slaves. A user can upload a job to the Hive server via a web service interface. Then the server distributes the jobs among the available slaves and retrieves the results after they are finished. The following lists the most important aspects and features of HeuristicLab Hive:

**Generic Usage**: Though the main purpose of HeuristicLab Hive is to execute HL algorithms, it is designed to be completely independent from HL. Any type of job can be executed on Hive. A job is a .NET object which implements a certain interface. Hive offers a web service to add, control and remove jobs.

**Elasticity**: Slaves can be added and removed at any time, even while they are calculating jobs. Therefore, jobs have the ability to be paused and persisted. The advantage of an elastic system is to be able to add resources at peak demand times and remove them if they are needed otherwise. There are no automatic snapshots of job results, but a user can pause, modify, and resume a single job any time.

**Heterogeneity**: Slaves with different properties and constraints are supported. CPU performance and available memory can differ in every slave. Job scheduling respects these constraints. Hive is also independent of the network infrastructure. A slave can be directly connected through a fast high-speed link or it can be far away in a secured company network. The only requirement for slaves is to have the Microsoft .NET 4.0 framework installed.

**Time schedules**: It is possible to define time schedules for slaves and groups of slaves. A time schedule defines when a slave is allowed to calculate and when it is not. This is particularly useful for using office computers at night which would be unused otherwise.

**Plugin-Independency**: Slaves are lightweight applications and do not contain the assemblies needed to execute a job. When a job is uploaded, the files and assemblies that are needed to execute the job are automatically discovered and also uploaded. Assemblies and files are grouped in plugins which are versioned. Hive takes care of distributing, storing, and caching those files efficiently. The possibility to submit a job with versioned plugins makes Hive independent of already deployed plugins and eliminates the need to update slaves.

**Security**: Hive puts emphasis on security. Users can control on which slaves their jobs should be computed. Hive ensures confidentiality and integrity of all communication by using X.509 certificates and message level encryption. Since a user can upload custom assemblies to the system, it is crucial that on a slave each job is executed in its own sandbox. The sandbox limits the permissions of the jobs so that they have e.g. no access to the file system.

In the following the main components of HeuristicLab Hive are described:

**Server**: The server API is exposed as a Windows Communication Foundation web service which is hosted in Microsoft Internet Information Server 7.5. It offers methods to upload jobs and plugins, to fetch state information about jobs and to download results. It also exposes methods to control and administer the system, including tasks such as grouping slaves or analyzing system performance. The server also decides, if a slave gets another job or not depending on its schedule, free resources and the assignment of resource groups for the jobs.

**Slave**: Slaves are executed as Windows services. The reason for this choice is that the slave can run no matter which user is logged in and even if no user is logged in. The slave sends periodic messages to the server, reporting which jobs are calculated and how much resources (CPU cores, memory) are available. The server responds with a list of messages containing the next actions for the slave. Communication between the server and its slaves is always initiated by the slaves to avoid problems which may be caused by NAT (network address translation) and firewalls. Figure 1 shows an exemplary infrastructure with slaves deployed on various different locations behind firewalls.

**Client**: The HL client for Hive features a user interface for uploading and controlling jobs as well as an administrator console. It allows creating and arranging slave groups and observing the slaves’ current state. The administrator console also enables a user to define a schedule for slaves or groups of slaves.

Jobs executed with Hive typically contain different parameterizations of one or more algorithms applied to one or more problems. Often each configuration is repeatedly applied to obtain the mean and variance of the optimization results. These jobs do not require communication during their execution, therefore, the speed-up scales very well with the number of available slaves. Naturally, there exists a certain overhead in the distribution of the job, as well as the required plugins, but especially for long-running jobs this overhead does not play a significant role. As is described by Gustafson’s law [3] the speed-up increases with increasing job sizes.
III. Meta-Optimization

A. Existing Approaches

Meta-optimization is a technique where an optimization algorithm is applied as a meta-level optimizer to another optimization algorithm. The algorithm which solves the parameter optimization problem is called meta-level algorithm, whereas the algorithm which is optimized is called base-level algorithm. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of this idea.

Seeing the parameter optimization problem as an optimization problem on its own is not a new idea. There are various previous works in this area [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11] which have some common characteristics. In most previous approaches to meta-optimization the implementation is tailored to only one or a few algorithm types. On the meta-level, specialized variants of existing optimization algorithms were implemented. The advantage is that they can be optimized to achieve good results with a few number of evaluations, however it is difficult to reproduce the results. When no broadly known and well-documented algorithms are used, it becomes merely impossible to re-implement an algorithm that is only briefly described in a publication. Most meta-optimization approaches are custom implementations with command line interfaces, application programmer interfaces (APIs), or rudimentary graphical user interfaces. This reduces usability for people who were not involved in the development. Many approaches use binary encoding for parameter values, mainly due to performance advantages [12], [13], [14], [15], however modern meta-heuristics often use more natural encodings which represent the problem in a more direct way. Some authors did use parallelization concepts in their approaches, but most of them just mentioned that parallel and distributed computation is highly suitable for meta-optimization. Most approaches do only optimize against one optimization goal, which is the average best quality achieved by the base-level algorithm. Other goals such as robustness and effort are only considered by few [10].

B. HeuristicLab Meta-Optimization

The PMO approach described in this paper tries to improve on some of the previously mentioned drawbacks of available solutions. In the following some of the most important characteristics are outlined.

Due to the generic implementation it is not necessary to apply any adaptations to the meta-level and the base-level algorithm. Basically, any algorithm implemented in HeuristicLab can be used to optimize any other algorithm. This allows using the power of existing algorithms and new algorithms on the meta-level in the future. Another characteristic is a multi-objective fitness function. This allows to

- optimize for finding the best settings,
- optimize for maximum robustness or
- optimize for minimum effort.

Another aspect of the HL PMO implementation is that it doesn’t use binary encoding for parameter values but an encoding which represents the parameters in a more natural way. There are boolean parameters, numeric parameters, and configuration parameters that use elements of a given unordered set. For this representation it offers exchangeable operators for manipulating parameter values in solution candidates. An additional property is that the user is able to decide which parameters of an algorithm should be optimized. Further, it is possible to define in which range each parameter value should be optimized. In that way a user can use his expertise and narrow search ranges to reduce the size of the search space. The PMO implementation in HeuristicLab is designed in such a way that parallel and distributed execution of the meta-level algorithm is feasible. To conclude with one of HL’s most important concepts, the implementation offers a rich and easy to use graphical user interface. It allows even non-experienced users to get started quickly.

C. Solution Encoding

In the following a brief overview of the chosen solution encoding is given. In HeuristicLab algorithms and problems define certain parameters, some of these may be operators which may again define parameters. To give an example, a genetic algorithm
has a parameter for its population size as well as a parameter for the selection operator. The selection parameter could be tournament selection, which is an operator and has again a parameter for the group size. Therefore a composite tree structure of parameters emerges. Because the goal of PMO is to optimize these parameters, the PMO solution encoding has to mirror this parameter tree structure. For PMO, the representation of a solution candidate is a tree of concrete parameter values for a parameterizable object. An additional requirement for PMO is that the way how each parameter should be optimized needs to be configurable. It should be possible to define which parameters of a parameterizable object should be optimized and for each of these parameters different configuration options should be available, depending on the type of the parameter.

The solution representation for PMO in HL is called parameter configuration tree. Each parameter of an object (e.g. an algorithm, problem or operator) has a corresponding parameter configuration. The parameter configuration contains information about the parameter such as the name, the allowed data types, a list of possible values and a reference to the currently selected value. Possible values for a parameter can be a single value, multiple values and a range of values with an upper and a lower bound. Ranges support sampling random values or enumerating all values in the range for a given step size. Because parameter values can be parameterized themselves, there also exists a parameter configuration that contains a collection of parameter configurations, which corresponds to the parameters of the value. With the parameter configuration tree the user can decide which and how a parameter should be optimized. Every parameter configuration also offers functionality for randomization, crossover and mutation which is used by evolutionary optimization algorithms.

D. Fitness Function

The fitness function of a PMO solution candidate consists of the following components:

- **Solution Quality** ($q$): The average achieved quality of $n$ base-level algorithm runs.
- **Robustness** ($r$): The standard deviation of the qualities of $n$ base-level algorithm runs.
- **Effort** ($e$): The average number of evaluated solutions of $n$ base-level algorithm runs. The number of evaluated solutions was chosen because the execution time is not a reliable measure in a heterogeneous distributed computation environment.

These components represent conflicting objectives. For example it is expected that, e.g. an iteration based optimization algorithm is able to deliver better results with a higher number of iterations. Certainly the results will not worsen if the best quality is remembered. If the maximum number of iterations was therefore set to be optimized, solution quality would be expected to improve as the iterations increase, but the effort would become worse the more solutions are evaluated in this configuration. A better configuration could be found that reaches the same quality, but in less iterations and therefore with less evaluated solutions.

There are two options to tackle multi-objective problems. The simplest one is to turn it into a single-objective problem by computing a weighted sum of the objective values. Another option would be to obtain a pareto front [16] of the objectives. A number of algorithms have emerged to perform such kind of multi-objective optimization as for example the NSGA-II [17]. However, for the sake of simplicity, in this implementation a weighted average was chosen. Another requirement is that optimal parameter values for multiple problem instances should be found. Therefore, PMO allows a user to add multiple problem instances for the base-level algorithm. However, different problem instances might yield quality values in different dimensions. An example would be to optimize a GA for three Griewank [18] test-functions in the dimensions 5, 50 and 500. A GA with a given parameterization might result in the quality values 0.17, 4.64 and 170.84. Using a simple arithmetic mean for the fitness function would overweight the third instance a lot. It is the goal to find settings which are suited for each instance equally well. To tackle this issue, normalization has to be applied on all results of each run ($q$, $r$, $e$). The reference values for normalization are the best values from the first generation ($q_0$, $r_0$, $e_0$). Furthermore each objective needs to be weighted ($w_q$, $w_r$, $w_e$). The quality ($Q$) of a solution candidate ($c$) for $m$ base-level problems is thereby defined as:

$$Q(c) = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{w_q q_i + w_r r_i + w_e e_i}{w_q + w_r + w_e}$$

E. Operators

Algorithms in HL are abstracted from the optimization problem and the problem encoding. Algorithms are represented as a sequence of steps including certain operators that manipulate the solution. The problem, and especially the encoding in HL implement and these operators while the problem exposes them to the algorithm. Among these encoding-specific operators are those that create solutions, crossover-, and mutation-operators for population-based algorithms as well as move-operators for trajectory-based algorithms. Until now only operators for population-based evolutionary algorithms have been implemented for the parameter configuration tree encoding. The solution creator is responsible for creating a random solution candidate. This operator is mainly used to initialize an initial generation of randomized individuals. The solution creator for PMO needs one initial parameter configuration tree which can be generated from
a given algorithm and a problem.

The evaluation operator applies the fitness function on a solution candidate in order to compute its quality. In the case of PMO, the base-level algorithm needs to be parameterized and executed \( n \) times for each base-level problem. The \( \text{PMOEvaluator} \) therefore creates an instance of the base-level algorithm for each repetition and for each base-level problem instance. Then each of the base-level algorithm instances is executed and after all runs have finished, the results of each run are collected. For each base-level problem instance the average quality, the standard deviation of the qualities, and the average number of evaluated solutions is computed. The last step in the evaluation is the normalization of these values. The average of the normalized fitness measures represents the final quality value for one solution candidate. The evaluation of solution candidates is the computationally most intense part of meta-optimization. Fortunately, the solution evaluations are independent from each other, which makes parallelization a viable option. In HL, parallel evaluation of solution candidates is possible either locally with multiple threads or distributed using HL Hive. For this paper, HeuristicLab Hive was used to overcome the runtime requirements.

The mutation operation in evolutionary algorithms is supposed to manipulate one solution candidate. There are two operators for selecting nodes of the tree that should be manipulated. The \( \text{ParameterConfigurationOnePositionManipulator} \) selects one parameter randomly while the \( \text{ParameterConfigurationAllPositionsManipulator} \) selects all parameters. After the element nodes that should be mutated are selected, type-specific manipulation operators are applied on each of them:

- **Mutation of Parameter Configurations:** When a parameter configuration is mutated, a new current value is selected randomly from the list of available value configurations. The selection probability is equally distributed.
- **Mutation of Boolean Values:** Since boolean values can only have two different values \( \text{true, false} \), one of these values is randomly chosen by the mutation operator.
- **Mutation of Numeric Values:** For integer and double values mutation is done by sampling from a uniform or normal distribution. The crossover operation is supposed to combine the genes of two solution candidates to create a new one. For PMO this means to combine two parameter configuration trees. Each node in the trees is crossed with the corresponding node of the other tree. The concrete crossover operation depends on the data type of the node:
- **Crossover of Parameter Configurations:** When two parameter configurations are crossed, the index of the currently selected value configuration is chosen from one of the parents randomly.
- **Crossover of Boolean Values:** The boolean value of either of the two parent solution candidates is chosen randomly.
- **Crossover of Numeric Values:** There are several crossover operators implemented. For example a \( \text{DiscreteValueCrossover} \) takes the value of one of the parents randomly. Another example is an \( \text{AverageValueCrossover} \) which computes the average of the values of both parents.

Another important operator is the solution cache which keeps a history of previously evaluated solutions. Its purpose is to avoid the evaluation of solutions which have already been evaluated. An additional option offered by the HeuristicLab PMO is exhaustive search. In some scenarios it might as well be interesting to explore the whole search space. Of course, this is only possible, if a small amount of parameters and narrow search ranges are explored. Therefore a special operator was created that is able to enumerate all possible combinations of parameter values of a parameter configuration tree.

### IV. Experimental Results

In the following, two test scenarios are described and the results of the experiments are shown.

#### A. Varying Problem Dimensions

In scenario \( S_1 \) the parameters of a GA are optimized. Multiple different Griewank test-functions are used as base-level problems. As a meta-level optimizer, a GA is applied. The goal of this scenario is to find out, how the optimal parameter values differ when different problem dimensions of test-functions are used. Table I shows the parameter configuration for the meta-level GA. The rather small population size and maximum generations are related to the immense runtime requirements. A repetition-count of six has been chosen as a trade-off between high runtime demand and high evaluation accuracy. The average quality is used as the only optimization objective in this scenario as the goal is to optimize for optimal parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td>GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum generations</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population size</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation probability</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elites</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>Proportional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation</td>
<td>OnePosition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation (values)</td>
<td>NormalValue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossover</td>
<td>NormalValueOX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation repetitions</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality weight</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robustness weight</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effort weight</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I**

Parameters of the meta-level algorithm \( (m_1) \) for \( S_1 \)
The parameter configuration \( (c_1) \) of the base-level GA is shown in Table II. The population size and the number of maximum generations are fixed for this scenario in order to keep the runtime approximately equal for all solution candidates. When ranges are specified, the number after the colon represents the step size. For parameters not shown in Table II concrete values have been chosen to reduce the search space and simplify the problem.

As a base-level problem the Griewank function [18] was used in the dimensions \( 500 \ f_1, \ 1,000 \ f_2, \ 1,500 \ (f_3) \) and \( 2,000 \ (f_4) \). One meta-optimization run was performed for each base-level problem \( f_1-f_4 \) as well as for the combined problem instance set \( \{f_1, f_2, f_3, f_4\} \).

To validate whether each parameterization is really optimal for the problem set it has been optimized for, cross-testing was performed for all results. In these cross-tests, each parameterization was applied to a different base-level problem. Figure 3 shows that \( p(c_1, f_1) \) performs significantly better on \( f_1 \) (as expected) than on the other problems, while \( p(c_1, f_2) \) to \( p(c_1, f_5) \) perform almost equally well on \( f_2 \) to \( f_5 \), but not so well on \( f_1 \).

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Name</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td>GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum genera-</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population size</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation prob-</td>
<td>0%–100%:1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elites</td>
<td>(0\text{-}100\text{-}1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>6 different operators e.g. LinearRank, Proportional, Random, Tournament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation</td>
<td>7 different operators e.g. Breeder, MichalewiczNon-UniformAllPositions, UniformOnePosition, no mutation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossover</td>
<td>Average, Discrete, Heuristic, Local, Random, Convex, Single-Point</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elites</th>
<th>(p(c_1, f_1))</th>
<th>(p(c_2, f_1))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crossover</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation</td>
<td>BlendAlpha</td>
<td>BlendAlpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>LinearRank</td>
<td>LinearRank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tournament</td>
<td>Tournament</td>
<td>Tournament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group size</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generations</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU time (days)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. qualities</td>
<td>(1.3952)</td>
<td>(6.6 \times 10^{-10})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 3.** Average qualities achieved by different parameterizations for the problems \( f_1 \) to \( f_4 \). Each parameterization \( p \) was repeated 10 times on each base-level problem.

**B. Varying Generations**

To use more realistic settings, scenario \( S_1 \) has been repeated with the same parameter configurations but with \( 10,000 \) instead of \( 1,000 \) generations. This scenario \( S_2 \) shows similar results in the cross tests as the ones presented with scenario \( S_1 \), though the optimal found parameters differ between \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \). Table III shows the parameters found by the PMO for \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) for the \( f_1 \) problem. This shows that changing the number of generations also influences the performance of other parameters.

To further validate the results, the parameter settings of \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) were cross-tested. These cross tests show that the parameter values from \( S_1 \) clearly outperform the parameter values of \( S_2 \) for \( 1,000 \) generations at every problem. The opposite is the case for \( 10,000 \) generations. For further analysis, the quality charts for \( f_1 \) and \( 10,000 \) generations are shown with the settings from \( S_1 \) (Figure 4) and \( S_2 \) (Figure 5). In Figure 4 the quality improves significantly until generation \( 1,000 \), but then it stagnates and does not improve anymore. In contrast, the quality chart in Figure 5 shows slower convergence, but it does not suffer from stagnation at all. The quality improves in almost every iteration until the last generation is reached.

**V. Conclusions and Future Work**

The experiments in Scenario 1 have shown that the optimal parameters can differ significantly when the same test-function problem with different dimensions is used. In Scenario 2, very interesting parameters with extremely high mutation probabilities and a high number of elites were identified as best parameter settings. It indicates that the best parameters can be far off the default and commonly used settings. In the comparison of scenario 1 and 2, the effect of using different numbers of iterations on the parameters was analyzed. It was shown that the parameter settings are valid because switching them...
Fig. 4. Shows the quality history of a GA run for $f_1$ over 10,000 generations. The settings that were used in this run were optimized for 1,000 generations.

Fig. 5. Shows the quality history of a GA run for $f_1$ over 10,000 generations. The settings that were used in this run were optimized for 10,000 generations.

between scenarios led to worse results. Concluding, the approach of using a meta-level algorithm to find the optimal parameters has proven to work very well on some problems. It is possible to find parameter value combinations that are very different from commonly used settings. This functionality comes at the cost of huge runtime demands.

The advancements in computing power in the recent years have made PMO feasible. Parallelization and distributed computing has been used to perform experiments. However, there is room for improvement in terms of runtime performance. Two ways to optimize runtime would be racing and sharpening [8]. When racing is used, promising solution candidates are evaluated more often than bad solution candidates. With sharpening, the number of repetitions is increased depending on the current generation. In this way, the solution evaluation is faster in the beginning of the optimization process and gets more and more precise towards the end.

An idea to simplify future development of PMO would be to provide benchmark problems for parameter settings. Such a benchmark problem could have a generated meta-flitness landscape. Evaluating a solution candidate would only require to lookup a value, so that the evaluation of solution candidates would become extremely fast. Of course, the fitness evaluation should underlie a stochastic distribution, just as real evaluations of parameter settings. This would make it much easier to tune the parameters of a meta-level optimizer.

Where to get HeuristicLab Hive

HL Hive is part of HeuristicLab since version 3.3.6. HeuristicLab can be downloaded from the official homepage. HeuristicLab PMO is still in development and can be downloaded as an additional package.

The software described in this paper is licensed under the GNU General Public License.

Hardware Infrastructure

The hardware used for the experiments is a Dell Blade System. One blade has the following properties:
- CPU: 2x Intel Xeon E5420, 2.50 Ghz, 4 cores
- Memory: 32 GB
- OS: Windows Server 2008R2 Enterprise 64-bit

All experiments described in this paper were executed in the Hive with 4 blades at a time. The execution of the experiments took place at an early stage of the Hive roll out. Hive currently consists of around 65 computers varying from blade computers to PCs from the computer labs of the University of Applied Sciences Upper Austria resulting in a total number of 150 CPU cores.
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